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Greetings,
One of the saddest aspects of modern American life is that a vast
number of people don’t actually do anything anymore. Of course, we
are busy as ever. Calendars are filled with brunching, making March
Madness brackets, posting on social media, binge-watching shows,
scrolling through TikTok videos, plunking away at a keyboard, or
exploring the vast worlds of video games. For those of us lucky enough
to have kids, it’s more like the mad rush to whip up dinner, pick up
and drop off at school and make it to whatever practice, rehearsal, or
game is next in the lineup. Yet all the while the natural world stands at
an uncomfortable distance.
When God made man, he created sentient beings, not sedentary ones.
On the other hand, we also weren’t put on earth to constantly rush
from one momentary endeavor to the next. We were called to tend a
garden. By way of implication, that means that all kinds of work—
especially physical work—are worthwhile. But sometimes it’s worth it
to stop the theorizing and just take things at face value for a change.
It’s spring. It’s beautiful outside. So take a breath and go do
something real. Go plant a garden.

Let's reach everyone who knows a better way is possible. Forward this issue to your friends and invite them to sign up for ALIGN.

The Better Alternative
If you have anything more than a couple hundred square feet of
grass, you know an old fashioned push reel mower just won’t cut it
(pun intended). Mowing large yards requires a little oomph, and a
gas-powered push mower or zero turn can help you get the job done
fast. The problem is, not every company making mowers is aligned
with our values. We have to admit, we were shocked to learn that
John Deere, an American staple, has bought into the rainbow
coalition propaganda game, embracing everything from racially
exclusive employee groups to proactive use of transgender-inspired
pronouns.
We recommend you check out Ariens instead. Born in Wisconsin in
1933 and run for four generations by the same family, Ariens has a
variety of mowers for any size yard. You should keep them in mind
for winter, too—they have a large selection of high-powered snow
blowers on offer as well.
There's also Snapper, another American company founded in 1951

with the rising American middle-class homeowner in mind, as well as
Troy-Bilt from Valley City, Ohio, which manufactures a wide array of
mowers and all sorts of other yard equipment.

If you know of a business that shares your values, let us know so we can spread the word.

Business Spotlight
Not every outdoor project needs a mower. Whether you are building
raised beds, planting tomatoes, breaking up hard dirt, or anything
else, that’s where Bully Tools comes in. Founded in 1994 with
factories in Steubenville, Ohio, Bully Tools sources 100% of their
materials from and makes 100% of their products in the great U.S. of
A. Shovels, spades, rakes, hoes, diggers, cultivators—if you want
high-quality American tools ready at hand in your garage or shed,
Bully Tools is the way to go.
Speaking of hands, save yourself from getting blisters by turning to
one of the last U.S. glove makers in the nation: Sullivan Glove Co.
They hand-sew high-quality work and ranch gloves from their factory
in Bend, Oregon, and they’ve been doing it since 1941.

Do you know a business or business owner that should be featured in ALIGN? Let us know!

The Bigger Picture
Earlier this week, we were excited to send our readers the first ever
issue of our freshly launched tech newsletter called ENTER, which
will focus on how human beings can approach and shape technology
to make sure our uncertain future is spiritually fulfilling,
economically secure, and oriented toward human flourishing.
Like ALIGN, ENTER will showcase companies and products that
share our values and goals, and they will also offer incisive analysis
of the often murky technological trends and developments that shape
so much of modern life.
ENTER is a product of RETURN, our new publication and
membership community devoted to living well in the digital age. We
hope you will become a member of RETURN and enjoy their
newsletter if you choose to subscribe.

Get Involved

Jobs

Let us know your interests
and join our online forum.

New Founding is hiring! If you
or someone you know is seeking

Add your business and its

a job aligned with their values,

products and services to
our directory, or

you can also peruse the open
community jobs board where our

recommend an aligned
business to our community.

members can list roles for which
they are hiring.

Subscribe to this newsletter
and invite your friends to
do the same.
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